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Q1 - What are the benefits you seek from MABDA membership?

What are the benefits you seek from MABDA membership?

networking and learn of best practices

Opportunities to discuss opportunities and challenges facing business school deans, netwarking

Improve skills, such as negotiation and communication skills.  Learn about practices and problem-solving 
approaches at peer schools.

The connection with other business deans and the networking opportunities.

networking

Networking with fellow deans, and share experiences

Hope to network with colleagues in a similar geographic region, obtain professional development and ideas 
related to management of a school of business

Networking; Discuss relevent topics

Networking with deans from regional and comprehensive universities

Idea and information exchanges, networking

Networking and knowledge

information and networking

Networking and professional development.

Networking, learning from other deans at similar schools

Seeing midwestern comprehensive university  business deans and of course learning best practices.

Networking, AASCB leadership meeting attendance and input, information exchange, ideas sharing

Networking, learning from peers at similar institutions

Networking, sharing information with other deans

networking; ideas from other deans

discussions with colleagues

Building relationships with other Deans, Learning skilols that I can apply to the workplace, getting new ideas from 
other schools that might work on my campus

Professional development

networking



wonderful sessions with knowledge that I can really USE.  Very welcoming members.  Nice venue (city and hotel).  
Excellent networking

NEWORKING WITHIN THE REGION



Q2 - Did you attend the 2016 MABDA Annual Meeting?

Answer % Count

Yes 96.77% 30

No 3.23% 1

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Did you attend 
the 2016 MABDA
Annual Meeting?

1.00 2.00 1.03 0.18 0.03 31 100.00% 100.00%



Q3 - Please rate the Dinner Reception on Sunday evening.

Answer % Count

Excellent 58.06% 18

Good 22.58% 7

Average 6.45% 2

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend the dinner reception 12.90% 4

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
Dinner Reception
on Sunday 
evening.

1.00 6.00 2.00 1.65 2.71 31 87.10% 12.90%



Q4 - This year's Sunday dinner reception included brief comments from the Beta Gamma 
Sigma CEO, Christina Carosella, and Bob Reid and Bill Glick from AACSB.  From your 
perspective, was this a positive addition to the program?

This year's Sunday dinner reception included brief comments from the Beta G...

yes

Yes, it gave us more time to dicuss non- AACSB topics on Monday morning.

Yes

yes

Yes, it was a positive addition.

Yes.  I was happy that the remarks were relatively brief and didn't dive into the old adage about what AACSB is.

Yes. Liked the short updates rather than lengthy sessions.

Because it was brief, it was fine.

Yes

yes - very interesting

Yes

yes

I preferred this approach over the times/sessions previously given to representatives of these organizations.

It is ok--not great.

Yes.  

Yes.  Location is great relative to Omni location and nice changeup from everything being at the Omni

OK--not really necessary

Yes - especially Bob.  The BGS info is good, but the talk could be shorter.

Yes.  It was helpful to hear from them. 

Very informative and a nice time to chat

Yes.

Yes -- nice update.

Yes, as long as it is limited

na

Makes it very long

Yes



Q5 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve the dinner reception?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve the dinner rece...

more deliberate interaction among 

Have name tags available for attendees who have not registered for the conference yet.  

nothing

It was good enough.  A brief review of what will be in the program will be useful

Nothing.  I think it was very nice and appreciate greatly Loyola hosting it.

Food variety

None

Have the dessert in the same room as the other food?

Perhaps something inspirational, motivational?

Someone said the beef was $1000.  That seems quite high.

It's nice - no changes needed

More time for networking on the front end of the event before we sit down for the program.

Perhaps a little silly but some of us do not know each other well.  Perhaps some kind of icebreaker activity.

na

Nothing



Q6 - Please rate the session on "Faculty Management Tips & Techniques" by C.K. Tina 
Gunsalus (8:45 - 10:00 Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 87.10% 27

Good 9.68% 3

Average 3.23% 1

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 0.00% 0

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
session on 
&quot;Faculty 
Management 
Tips &amp; 
Techniques&quot
; by C.K. Tina 
Gunsalus (8:45 - 
10:00 Monday).

1.00 3.00 1.16 0.45 0.20 31 100.00% 0.00%



Q7 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

a bit more time for interaction

More time with her. 

Longer session - cover additional aspects of communication/negotiation.

It was great and the speaker was very good. I learned so much from her.

nothing

More Q & A

nothing

More time!

More time

More application and discussion

Make it an all day session.

one of my favorite

Some role play where deans could bring in some of their specific examples.

More!

very well done

Nothing - outstanding speaker

More time.  She had great material, but some of it was skipped or moved through to quickly.  Distribute her slides.

Great stuff -- Nothing.

This was great!

more like this

More time

Nothing

spend even more time on this session, she was excellent!



Q8 - Please rate the session on "AACSB Accreditation Case Studies" (10:30 - Noon 
Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 41.38% 12

Good 41.38% 12

Average 17.24% 5

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 0.00% 0

Total 100% 29

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
session on 
&quot;AACSB 
Accreditation 
Case 
Studies&quot; 
(10:30 - Noon 
Monday).

1.00 3.00 1.76 0.73 0.53 29 100.00% 0.00%



Q9 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

very interactive.  good use of AACSB personnel

My school is not AACSB accrediated so the discussion was not applied to my school, but it was informative session.

nothing

More elaboration on these cases.

Again, more time. Would have liked to discuss all 4 cases.

More time

It would be nice to have some data to go along with these types of presentations--doesn't AACSB study these 
things?

liked the technology; cases could have been a little tougher

Nothing - very useful

Needed an authority to lead the session.  Have right and wrong answers.  Too much grey in the case analysis

Was not as precise as I hoped.  Meadered a bit.  I think a quicker discussion of the cases would have allowed to get
through more material.  Combining A and B made the comparison a bit confusing.  Looking at A first and then B 
and then doing the comparisons might have worked better.

More time for discussion.  Some groupthink in the cases.

More time

Nothing

more time



Q10 - Please rate the Monday luncheon and program (Noon - 1:15 Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 29.03% 9

Good 64.52% 20

Average 6.45% 2

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend the luncheon 0.00% 0

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
Monday 
luncheon and 
program (Noon - 
1:15 Monday).

1.00 3.00 1.77 0.55 0.30 31 100.00% 0.00%



Q11 - The luncheon this year featured a presentation by the 1st place "Innovation in 
Business Education" award winners.  From your perspective, was this a positive addition 
to the program?

The luncheon this year featured a presentation by the 1st place "Innovation...

Associate Dean's presentation was excellent.

Fairly standard. 

I don't remember the presentation well.    It was difficult to get a feel for this particular innovation without more 
detailed information.  

Absolutely

yes

I liked the discussion by the award winner of how he engaged his colleagues.

Yes. Short but informative talk.

Yes

yes

Yes

yes

This was just okay....not sure how to improve this....

ok

Yes, but the exuberant (in a positive sense) faculty member took too much time.

Yes

Yes - again, brevity is always appreciated.

yes

Like the awards -- not the presentation

Yes

Yes

Absolutely!



Q12 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve the luncheon and 
program?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve the luncheon an...

let him talk more.

Good idea to have the award winner speak, especially if the topic has relevance for other schools and is a good fit 
with a brief presentation.

It was good.

nothing

the food could be improved

Nothing

The Omni seems to try to crowd us into the smallest possible room for the lunch.  It would be great if we actually 
had some elbow room.

It is hard to pay attention when you are seated with your back to the speaker--not sure I have a solution.

nothing

Tables were a little crowded, but that is not a big deal

the tables were too small or too many at each table

I find the award presentations to be someone limited in applicability to the general group.  Perhaps some kind of 
break out topics by table or something more interactive.

I would have liked to hear from all three winners



Q13 - Please rate the panel discussion "Budget Models" (1:30 - 2:30 Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 41.38% 12

Good 41.38% 12

Average 17.24% 5

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 0.00% 0

Total 100% 29

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
panel discussion 
&quot;Budget 
Models&quot; 
(1:30 - 2:30 
Monday).

1.00 3.00 1.76 0.73 0.53 29 100.00% 0.00%



Q14 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

Did not rate because I was a perticipant. Give the members of the panel less time, more emphasis on discssion.

nothing

Bit more specifics about the models

Handouts and/or Powerpoint slides would have helped.

I learned a lot

A little more time for Q & A

Really would like Hugh Sherman from Ohio University to present their RCM model, which has produced $millions 
for the College of Business

This was the most useful session for me of the conference.

equal time for each panelist

Seemed fairly specific to those schools.  Did not really give me much more to think about

The variablility of our schools to implement or change the current budget model is so wide that the discussion 
may not be as impactful as another topic.  Difficult to have someone explain (in some detail and length) the 
preparation for a new budget moedl with the ending - new provost, never implemented.

Nothing



Q15 - Please rate the "Table Topics" session (3:00 - 4:30 Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 19.35% 6

Good 51.61% 16

Average 16.13% 5

Poor 3.23% 1

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 9.68% 3

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
&quot;Table 
Topics&quot; 
session (3:00 - 
4:30 Monday).

1.00 6.00 2.42 1.36 1.86 31 87.10% 12.90%



Q16 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

Useful sharing of ideas.  It was good to have the opportunity to stand and move around.  Hoping to find a 
summary/highlights of each topic on the website.

It was good to share different perspectives about what each school does.

Sharing the outcome and brief discussion

Perhaps three topics so fewer rotations and more large group discussion

I would have preferred choosing the 1 or 2 topics I was most interested in rather than briefly visiting all 4

The full payoff from the approach used in this session is to get the written summaries of all of the feedback.  This 
session would be more fulfilling if we could get the summaries before the conference ended instead having to wait
for it to get posted to the MABDA site.

one of my favorite parts--and glad we have the results

Good effort by those participating, but perhaps having this later in the day meant a lower energy level of 
participants

I enjoy this format.

Seemed like collecting the obvious

I didn't care for the smaller breakout groups. There was some confusion and distraction.



Q17 - Please rate Monday's reception (5:00 - 6:00 Monday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 41.94% 13

Good 38.71% 12

Average 9.68% 3

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 9.68% 3

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate 
Monday's 
reception (5:00 - 
6:00 Monday).

1.00 6.00 2.06 1.44 2.06 31 90.32% 9.68%



Q18 - From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could have been done to improve this session?

No many people showed up. but it was a good time to network.

nothing

Not sure.  Attendance seemed to drop off for this reception.

Very nice addition.  Gives newbies a chance to meet others, get included in dinner plans

Nothing



Q19 - Please rate the "Tricks, Traps, and Landmines of Development" session (8:30 - 10:00
Tuesday).

Answer % Count

Excellent 32.26% 10

Good 41.94% 13

Average 9.68% 3

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

I did not attend this session 16.13% 5

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Please rate the 
&quot;Tricks, 
Traps, and 
Landmines of 
Development&qu
ot; session (8:30 -
10:00 Tuesday).

1.00 6.00 2.42 1.68 2.82 31 83.87% 16.13%



Q20 - From your perspective, what could you have done to improve this session?

From your perspective, what could you have done to improve this session?

the speaker was very good.

Lengthen the session and provide more time for intercation. We need to have more emphasis on development. 
AACSB does not do much in this regard and when they do its always about Berekeley or Wharton where a lot of 
many just shows up (not so in our universe)

nothing

I thought the speaker brought forward an important topic for all business deans.

speaker comments were too general

Handouts or visual aids would have helped.

Very good speaker with experience

Make it more relevant to our chellenges.

many of the examples were not really applicable to a school like mine

Very useful topic

Nothing

more time with the speaker



Q21 - What panel sessions, discussions, speakers, or activities would you like to see in the
2017 Annual Meeting?

What panel sessions, discussions, speakers, or activities would you like to...

How to be a super dean? how to fundraise? how to be an inspiring leader?

Cases on how to effectively engage and manage Buisness Advisory Boards.

Use of technology; Certificate programs

definitely more coverage of case studies!

Tina Gunsalus

I like having a "keynote" or expert address a topic as was done this year with Tina.  I would encourage following 
this approach again.  Possible session:  Innovative partnerships with industry or educational partners.

I like the general themes--accreditation, budget, but especially the "dealing with difficult people" one.

Accreditation issues

more on skills dean need to be successful

Bring back C.K. Tina Gunsalus !!!!!

More development speakers, continued emphasis on skills we can use, perhaps something on assessment?



Q22 - Please provide any other feedback you would like for us to consider in planning the 
2017 Annual Meeting.

Please provide any other feedback you would like for us to consider in plan...

More interactive sessions to encourage more discussion and exchanging ideas.

Keep up the great work!

Much enjoyed not having to compete with marathon

Having Bob Reid do AACSB training was excellent.  Really nice idea.  Don't know that should be repeated every 
year but 2-3 year basis would probably be good.

Nice job this year.  This meeting is much improved from a few years ago.

Chicago is VERY expensive - the hotel is quite pricey and the parking outrageous.  I don't know if others have a 
taste for doing this somewhere else, but we barely get to enjoy what Chicago offers given the time constraints, so I
would recommend exploring holding this somewhere equally central, but less costly

Group sign-ups for the Monday night dinner "on your own" - perhaps with topics?



Q23 - Did you stay at the conference hotel?

Answer % Count

Yes 90.32% 28

No 9.68% 3

Total 100% 31

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

Did you stay at 
the conference 
hotel?

1.00 2.00 1.10 0.30 0.09 31 100.00% 100.00%



Q24 - If you stayed at the Omni, please evaluate your accommodations:

Answer % Count

Excellent 78.57% 22

Good 17.86% 5

Average 3.57% 1

Fair 0.00% 0

Poor 0.00% 0

Very Poor 0.00% 0

Total 100% 28

Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 Box Top 3 Box

If you stayed at 
the Omni, please 
evaluate your 
accommodations
:

1.00 3.00 1.25 0.51 0.26 28 100.00% 0.00%



Q25 - If you did not stay at the Omni, why not?

If you did not stay at the Omni, why not?

I have family in Chicago. 

BETTER HOTELS AVAILABLE FOR LESS



Q26 - If you stayed at the Omni, how many nights did you stay?

If you stayed at the Omni, how many nights did you stay?

3

3

2

one night

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

three

2

4

4

Two

2

2

3

2

two 

2

1

three

2

2



Q27 - Please provide any additional comments you wish to share with the MABDA 
Board about the 2016 Annual Meeting, 2017 Annual Meeting, or the association in 
general.

Please provide any additional comments you wish to share with the MABDA Boa...

I look forward to attending the 2017 conference.

Good job everybody!

Great meeting!

thanks - great conference!

Great job planning the 2016 program.  Kudos!

Enjoyed the conference very much; hotel was a little pricey but I will continue to stay at the conference hotel

Great meeting, and great job by Raju and the Board.  Thank you for the work that you do to make this so good.

I enjoyed the conference.  I have been going for about 12 years.  This was one of the best meetings.  

Please keep MABDA in Chicago at the Omni!!

THE CONFERENCE WAS HELD ON A RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY FOR SOME PARTICIPANTS.  THIS WAS UNACCEPTABLE!




